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I IIrl"RODUCTION

Ever sinee the early seventies, v/hen labour eeono

mists beeame interested in "unemployment dynamies",

a lot has been written about pure measurement

problems in this field. The background to this

literature is, shortly, the follmving: The only

easily available unemployment duration statisties

in the beginning of the sevent.ies were -the duration

of uncompleted spelIs i. e. the time the unemployed

had been unemployed until the time of the survey.

Host researchers found this statistic insuffi-

eient, and sometimes even irrelevant. Therefore

a lot of work has been devoted to get data and

measurement methods whieh provide statistics on

espeeially the duration of the completed spelIs

for those who beeome unemployed. In rnany eountries

the Bureaus responsible for unemployment stat.is

tics have made signifieant efforts to produce and

publish the more detailed data that vvere needed

for these purposes.

Recently Akerlof and r1ain l and Clark and Summers 2

have suggested additional statist_ies whieh high

light the total unemployment experiences for those

currently unemployed. In particular Akerlof and

Hain suggest an "experienee-weighted measure of

unernployment duration", which is the average time

those now unemployed will be unemployed until they

eventually get a job (or leave the labour foree).

In a note in this journal, written as an answer to

t1ain, Layard 3 advocates the "traditionaI statis

t.ies", the duration of uncompleted spelIs, availa

ble already in the early seventies both for posi

tive and normative purposes . Consequently one ean
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believe that all the work on measurement problems

and all the money spent. on production of more

detailed data have been wasted. Furthermore, there

is a high risk t.hat. Layards paper is taken as an

excuse for not going on and producing more c1etai

led unemployment data than are available today in

many countries.

Even t.hough I think that Layards paper in one

respect contains a very constructive approach for

further research in this field, I want to stress

that the tradi tional statistics are not the only

relevant measure of unemployment duration. Other

measures are also needed both for positive and

normative purposes.

II POSITIVE ARALYSIS

Suppose vJe are interested in posit.ive analysis of

unemployment, i.e. we want to explain vJhy we have

the stock of unemployment vJhich we have. For this

purpose Layard argues that the traditional statis

tics , i. e. t.he average uncompleted spell unt.il the

time of the survey, should be used. The reason is

that, in a steady state, this measure also has

another interpret.ation; it tells us hOvJ long time

the average unemployed will remain unemployed from

the time of the survey onvmrds. 4 Consequently i t

is a measure of the prospect s facing the existing

stock of unemployment. The experience-weighted mea

sure propos ed by r1ain and Akerlof does not have

such a useful interpretation for positive analy-

sis.

However,

positive

this is not all that.

analysis. The familiar

can be said about

decomposition of
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unemployment into an inflow and a duration compo

nent

Stock = Inflovv • Expected duration of those flow

ing in (1)

is also useful for such purposes . In my view (l)

is useful because i t is away to deco~pose .J:he

stock of into different determinants.

The reason is tha:t the decisions by t.he actors in

the labour market which influence, on the one

hand, the inflow of new unernployed (or the proba

bility of becorning unemployed) and, on the other

hand, t.he expect.ed duration of unemployment speIls

(or the invers e of the probability of leaving

unemployment) are likely to differ substantially.

For example the determinants of the probability of

being laid off are likely to differ from the deter

minants of the probability of getting a new job

given that unemployment already has occurred.

Therefore it is a fruitful approach to apply dif

ferent explanatory models to the t.wo unemployment

components. However, to become areally useful

approach for positive analys is one also has to

disaggregate the unemployment stock according to

reason for having become unemployed i entrance and

reentrance to the labour force, qui ts, temporary

and permanent lay-offs are candidates in this re

spect. 5

III HORMA"l"IVE ARALYSIS

Layard develops a very constructive device for

normative analys is of unemployment, namely a cost

function for unemployment. If the compensated

labour supply schedule of yearly hours is linear
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it can be argued that the cost of unemployment as

a function of duration is linear t.oo. By applying

a little simpler notation than Layard, the cost of

unemployment in week t can be \lritten

( 2 )

If the number of unemployed is denoted U and the

ntlmber who have been unemployed t. \'leeks is denoted

Ut' the total unemployment costs in a certain week

becomes

00

TC = L
t=l

00 U
U • a • t = U (L t. a • t) = U • t

t t=l U • a

( 3 )

Consequently the total unemployment costs are pro

portional to t.he stock of unemployment. and to the

traditional duration statistics, the average length

of unemployment until the t.ime of the survey for

those currently unemployed (here denoted t). On

the other hand the costs are proportional to the

experience-weighted measure of unemployment dura

tion t.oo, since this is (in a steady state) t.vlice

as high as t.

Of course, Layards conclusion relies on t.he assump

"tion made about the cost function. Even though it

is impor-tant to stress that more research is

needed to find out the exact nature of this cost

function, the one adopted by Layard seems to be

reasonable as a first approximation to the prob

lem.

However, Layard does not take into account

some individuals experience repeated spells

rather short intervals which must be t.aken

·tllat

with

into
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account wi thin the theoretical framework that is
6used. To provide a simple counter-example to

Layards proposition 'that the txaditional statis

tics are the most important for normative purposes

I will present another durat.ion measure which prob

ably is superior for groups vIT10 suffer from repeat

ed spells.

Suppose we have data about the total ntlmber of

persons who have been unemployed during a whole

year (deno"ted N) and the ntlmber of unemployment

vveeks per person during the year. Such data are

available in the U. S. and in Sweden since retro

spective questions about the preceding year are

asked in the labour force surveys in r1arch and

February respectively in these countries. The ad

vantage with such data is that all unemployment

spelis during the calendar year are included. On

the other hand it is a disadvantage that. aspeli

\lhich covers t\\TO calend.ar years is truncat,ed and

hence underestimated in such data. tlith this disad-

vantage in mind let us none the less see how such

data ca.n be used to estimate total unemployment

costs.

First, note that the average stock of unemploy

ment, U, with such data will be:

52
U = l- L N • t

52 t=l t
(4)

Let us next define a measure of unemployment dura

tion which answers the following question: \'Jhat

are t.he expected unemployment \leeks durin9 a calen

dar year for a person, \\Tho is unemployed at a

randomly chosen time during the year. This is in a

sense an experience-weighted measure of duration
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since persons vdth many unemployment weeks have

higher weights. By our notation the measure be-

eomes:

52 N et
\' (5

t
2 e IJ) tEll = L

t=l
( 5)

The term within braekets represents the weight

given to individuals with t vleeks of unemployment

during the year.

Next, we derive the total unemployment costs per

vleek if the eost funetion ( 2) is appl ied to the

total unemployment weeks during a year.

TC
52

= l L a e t 2
52 t=l Nt e '2 ( 6 )

To see this, note that the total unemployment

eosts for t weeks equals

2a e t .
--2--

From (5) and (6) we can see that total costs

equals:

TC
a= U e '2 e Ev} ( 7)

Consequently it is proportional to the duration

measure defined above.

Beeause of the truneation problem ment.ioned above

this formula will underestimate the true eosts.

Still it captures repeated spelis v/ithin a year

whieh is an advantage for groups who usually suf

fer from this.
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In Table l estimates of E\tJ in (5) and the experi

ence-weighted duration proposed by Akerlof and

~1ain are presented using Svledish data. It appears

that Elv most years is higher for youth indicating

that repeated spelis are common for this group. In

Table 2 corresponding data for the U.S. are present

ed . The same pat'tern appears for the U. S. However,

the difference bet~'leen EH and 2· 'E is even

higher for American youth, indicating that recur

rent spelIs are more common in this country.

IV COJlCLUSIOB

In t.his not.e it has been argued thatthe tradi

t.ional duration measure - the average duration of

incompleted spelis until the time of the survey 

is not sufficient for positive and normative analy

sis of unemployment.

The familiar "unemployment = inflovl • duration"

decomposition is useful for positive analysis and

information about recurrent spelis of unemployment

is needed for normative analys is especially for

youth.

Too little is known aboutthe "cost function" for

unemployment. Huch more research is needed on this

in the future. This research in turn will require

detailed data about unemployment histories for in

dividuals.

Consequently Layard I s article cannot be taken as

an excuse for not producing and presenting more

detailed unemployment data than was done until the

beginning of the seventies in most countries.
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Experience-weighted measores of onemp1oy

ment duration in SVeden

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

16-24

22.9

26.2

22.9

21.6

22.3

20.8

22.4

23.5

21.3

24.1

18.2

23.0

23.4

19.6

20.0

20.0

23.0

22.8

21.0

20.6

24.9

27.4

28.1

27.0

26.8

30.4

30.6

32.4

33.6

31.0

a Estimated from the year1y retrospect.ive survey,
Central Bureau of Statistics. (See appendix.)

b Estimated from "the regular labour force survey,
Central Bureau of Statistics

Tab1e 2 Experience-weighted measores of onemp1oy

ment in the U.S.

16-24 16 and over

Ev~a 2 • :rb Ella 2 • :rb

1978 24.1 18.4 24.5 23.8

1979 25.0 17.0 24.5 21.6

1980 27.0 19.2 27.0 23.8

a Source: vJork Experience of the Population in
19~Bureau of Labor Statistics. (See appendix.)

b The regular labor force surveys, Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
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APPENDIX

Some approximations were needed to compute EH. In

both countries only frequency intervals are avail

able for t.

The most deta.i1ed information is available for

Sweden, namely l,

50-52 weeks. The

used.

2-4,5-13,14-26,27-39,40-49,

midpoints in t.he intervals were

For the U.S. different information is available

for those with and those without any work experi

ence during the year. For the first group the fo1

lowing intervals are availab1e: 1-4, 5-10, 11-14,

15-26, 27-39, 40-52. The midpoints were used for

this group. For the group without work experience

the following intervals are available: 1-4, .5-JA,

15-26, 27-52. The midpoints were used except for

the last interval for vlhich a higher figure (44

weeks) was used. The reason is that the observa

tions are likely to be concentrated on 52 weeks.

The use of t.hese data are not without problems.

In particular , there might be bias because of the

retrospective nature of the questions. The study

by ~1orgenstern and Barrett 7 indicates that this

problem might be serious for the U. S., whereas the

study by Björklum'l8 for Sweden indicates the re

verse for Sweden.

However, this problem is not at variance "vith the

main point made in this paper, namely that more

detailed data about unemployment durations are

needed.
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